Here we continue to characterize a recently introduced notion, le-modules R M over a commutative ring R with unity [7] . This article introduces and characterizes Zariski topology on the Besides, we prove a number of different equivalent characterizations for Spec(M) to be spectral.
Introduction
W. Krull [20] recognized that many properties on ideals in a commutative ring are independent on the fact that they are composed of elements. Hence those properties can be restated considering ideals to be an undivided entity or element of a suitable algebraic system. In the abstract ideal theory, the ideals are considered to be elements of a multiplicative lattice, a lattice with a commutative multiplication and satisfies some axioms. Ward and Dilworth [10] , [11] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , contributed many significant results in abstract ideal theory via the residuation operation on a multiplicative lattice. In [11] Dilworth redefined principal elements and obtained the Noether primary of these articles we refer to [3] . Also we refer to [21] for more discussions on abstract ideal theory.
Success achieved in abstract ideal theory naturally motivated researchers to consider abstract submodule theory, which today is known as the theory of lattice modules. E. W. Johnson and J. A.
Johnson [15] , [18] , introduced and studied Noetherian lattice modules. They also considered lattice modules over semilocal Noetherian lattice. Whitman [35] introduced principal elements in a lattice module and extended Nagata's principle of idealization to lattice modules. Nakkar and Anderson [28] studied localization in lattice modules. There are many articles devoted to lattice modules, to mention a few [27] , [19] , [16] , [17] , [35] .
This article is a continuation of our present project on le-modules, an algebraic structure motivated by lattice modules over a multiplicative lattice. Our goal is to develop an "abstract submodule theory" which will be capable to give insight about rings more directly. The system we choose is a complete lattice M with a commutative and associative addition which is completely join distributive and admits a module like left action of a commutative ring R with 1. Since we are taking left action of a ring R not of the complete modular lattice of all ideals of R, we hope that influence of arithmetic of R on M will be easier to understand. For further details and motivation for introducing le-modules we refer to [7] .
In this article we introduce and study Zariski topology on the set Spec(M) of all prime submodule elements of an le-module R M. It is well established that the Zariski topology on prime spectrum is a very efficient tool to give geometric interpretation of the arithmetic in rings [2] , [14] , [25] , [29] , [36] and modules [1] , [5] , [6] , [12] , [13] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [26] . Here we have extended several results on Zariski topology in modules to le-modules.
In addition to this introduction, this article comprises six sections. In Section 2, we recall definition of le-modules and various associated concepts from [7] . Also we discuss briefly on the 
Preliminaries
Throughout the article, R stands for a commutative ring with 1. The cardinality of a set X will be denoted by |X|.
First we recall the definition of an le-module and various associated concepts from [7] . Here by an le-semigroup we mean (M, +, , e) such that (M, ≤) is a complete lattice, (M, +) is a commutative monoid with the zero element 0 M and for all m, m i ∈ M, i ∈ I it satisfies m ≤ e and
Let R be a ring and (M, +, , e) be an le-semigroup. If there is a mapping
(M3) (r 1 r 2 )m = r 1 (r 2 m);
for all r, r 1 , r 2 ∈ R and m, m 1 , m 2 , m i ∈ M, i ∈ I then M is called an le-module over R. It is denoted by R M or by M if it is not necessary to mention the ring R.
From (M5), we have,
An element n of an le-module R M is said to be a submodule element if n + n, rn n, for all r ∈ R. We call a submodule element n proper if n = e. Note that 0 M = 0 R .n n, for every submodule element n of M. Also n + n = n, i.e. every submodule element of M is an idempotent.
We define the sum of the family {n i } i∈I of submodule elements in R M by:
Since R M is assumed to be complete, i∈I n i is well defined. It is easy to check that i∈I n i is a submodule element of M.
If n is a submodule element in R M, then we denote (n : e) = {r ∈ R : re n}.
Then 0 R ∈ (n : e) implies that (n : e) = ∅. One can check that (n : e) is an ideal of R. For submodule elements n l of an le-module R M, we have (n : e) ⊆ (l : e). Also if {n i } i∈I be an arbitrary family of submodule elements in R M, then (∧ i∈I n i : e) = ∩ i∈I (n i : e).
We call (0 M : e) the annihilator of R M. It is denoted by Ann(M). Thus
For an ideal I of R, we define
Then Ie is a submodule element of M. Also for any two ideals I and J of R, I ⊆ J implies that
Ie Je. The following result, proved in [7] , is useful here. Now we recall some notions from rings and modules. An ideal P in a ring R is called prime if for every a, b ∈ R, ab ∈ P implies that a ∈ P or b ∈ P . We denote the set of all prime ideals of a ring R by X R or Spec(R). For every ideal I of R, we define V R (I) = {P ∈ Spec(R) : I ⊆ P }, and
I is an ideal of R}.
Then τ (R) is a topology on Spec(R), which is known as the Zariski topology on Spec(R). There are many enlightening characterizations associating arithmetical properties of R and topological properties of Spec(R) [29] .
Let M be a left R-module. Then a proper submodule P of M is called a prime submodule if for every for r ∈ R and n ∈ M, rn ∈ P implies that either n ∈ P or rM ⊆ P . We denote the set of all prime submodules of M by Spec(M).
For a submodule N of M, (N : M) = {r ∈ R : rM ⊆ N} is an ideal of R. There is a topology τ (M) on Spec(M) such that the closed subsets are of the form
The topology τ (M) is called the Zariski topology on M. Associating arithmetic of a module over a ring R with the geometry of the Zariski topology on M is an active area of research on modules [1] , [6] , [12] , [13] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [26] .
The notion of prime submodule elements was introduced in [7] , which extends prime submodules of a module over a ring. A proper submodule element p of an le-module R M is said to be a prime submodule element if for every r ∈ R and n ∈ M, rn p implies that r ∈ (p : e) or n p. The prime spectrum of M is the set of all prime submodule elements of M and it is denoted by Spec(M)
or X M . For P ∈ Spec(R), we denote
We also have the following relation between prime submodule elements of an le-module R M and prime ideals of R.
Lemma 2.2. [7] If p is a prime submodule element of R M, then (p : e) is a prime ideal of R.
Also we refer to [4] , [8] for background on commutative ring theory, to [9] for fundamentals on topology and to [21] for details on multiplicative theory of ideals.
The Zariski topology on an le-module
In this section we give the definition and an alternative characterization of Zariski topology on the prime spectrum Spec(M) of an le-module M. For any submodule element n of M, we consider two different types of varieties V (n) and V * (n) defined by V (n) = {p ∈ Spec(M) : n p}; and
Then V (n) ⊆ V * (n) for every submodule element n of M.
(iii) For an arbitrary family of submodule elements {n i } i∈I of M,
(iv) For any two submodule elements n and l of M,
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious. Also the proofs of (iii)(b) and (iv)(b) are similar to (iii)(a) and (iv)(a) respectively. Hence we prove here only (iii)(a) and (iv)(a).
(iii)(a) Let p ∈ ∩ i∈I V * (n i ). Then (n i : e) ⊆ (p : e) implies that (n i : e)e (p : e)e p, for all i ∈ I.
Consequently i∈I (n i : e)e p and so ( i∈I (n i : e)e : e) ⊆ (p : e). Hence p ∈ V * ( i∈I (n i : e)e)
and it follows that ∩ i∈I V * (n i ) ⊆ V * ( i∈I (n i : e)e). Next let p ∈ V * ( i∈I (n i : e)e). Then for any j ∈ I, (n j : e) ⊆ ((n j : e)e : e) ⊆ ( i∈I (n i : e)e : e) ⊆ (p : e) implies that p ∈ V * (n j ) and so
(iv)(a) Now n ∧ l n and n ∧ l l implies that
Then (n ∧ l : e) ⊆ (p : e) implies that (n : e) ∩ (l : e) ⊆ (p : e). Since (p : e) is a prime ideal, either (n : e) ⊆ (p : e) or (l : e) ⊆ (p : e). Hence p ∈ V * (n) ∪ V * (l) and it follows that
Thus we see that the collection {V (n) | n is a submodule element of M} is not closed under finite unions and hence fails to be the set of all closed subsets of some topology on X M . For any ideal I, Ie is a submodule element of M. Now we see that the subcollection {V (Ie) | I is an ideal of R} is closed under finite unions.
Lemma 3.2. Let R M be an le-module. Then for any ideals I and J in R,
Proof. (i) First I ∩ J ⊆ I implies that (I ∩ J)e Ie and so V (Ie) ⊆ V ((I ∩ J)e). Similarly Je (p : e)e p. Hence p ∈ V (Ie) ∪ V (Je) and it follows that V ((IJ)e) ⊆ V (Ie) ∪ V (Je). Thus
. This completes the proof.
(ii) Similar.
We denote,
n is a submodule element of M},
I is an ideal of R}. Proof. Let p ∈ V * (n). Then (n : e) ⊆ (p : e), i.e, (l : e) ⊆ (p : e) and hence p ∈ V * (l). Thus
Conversely suppose that V * (n) = V * (l) and both n and l are prime. Let r ∈ (n : e). Then re n implies that
i.e, V * (l) ⊆ V * (re). Since l is a prime submodule element, l ∈ V * (l), and so l ∈ V * (re). Thus r ∈ (re : e) ⊆ (l : e). Therefore (n : e) ⊆ (l : e). Similarly (l : e) ⊆ (n : e), and hence (n : e) = (l : e).
Proposition 3.4. Let R M be an le-module, n be a submodule element of M and I be an ideal of R.
(ii) V * (n) = V * ((n : e)e) = V ((n : e)e);
(iii) V (Ie) = V * (Ie). In particular V (re) = V * (re) for every r ∈ R.
Proof. (i) Let p ∈ V * (n). Then (n : e) ⊆ (p : e) and so p ∈ ∪ P ∈V R ((n:e)) Spec P (M), since (p : e) itself a prime ideal. Thus V * (n) ⊆ ∪ P ∈V R ((n:e)) Spec P (M). Also let p ∈ ∪ P ∈V R ((n:e)) Spec P (M). Then there exists a prime ideal P 0 ∈ V R ((n : e)) such that p ∈ Spec P 0 (M). This implies that (n : e) ⊆ P 0 = (p : e), i.e, p ∈ V * (n). Hence ∪ P ∈V R ((n:e)) Spec P (M) ⊆ V * (n). Therefore V * (n) = ∪ P ∈V R ((n:e)) Spec P (M).
(ii) Since (n : e)e n, V * (n) ⊆ V * ((n : e)e). Let p ∈ V * ((n : e)e). Then ((n : e)e : e) ⊆ (p : e). Now (n : e) ⊆ ((n : e)e : e) implies that (n : e) ⊆ (p : e) and so p ∈ V * (n). Thus V * ((n : e)e) ⊆ V * (n) and hence V * (n) = V * ((n : e)e). Let p ∈ V * (n). Then (n : e) ⊆ (p : e) which implies that (n : e)e (p : e)e p, i.e, p ∈ V ((n : e)e). Thus V * (n) ⊆ V ((n : e)e). Also let p ∈ V ((n : e)e).
Then (n : e)e p implies ((n : e)e : e) ⊆ (p : e). Thus p ∈ V * ((n : e)e) = V * (n) and hence V ((n : e)e) ⊆ V * (n). Therefore V * (n) = V ((n : e)e) = V * ((n : e)e).
(iii) The proof is omitted since it is easy to prove. 
Theorem 3.5. For any le-module R M, the Zariski topology τ * (M) on Spec(M) is identical with
τ ′ (M).
Proof. It is suffices to prove that
V * (M) = V ′ (M). Let V * (n) be a closed set in V * (M)
Relation between Spec(M) and Spec(R/Ann(M))
Let R M be an le-module. Then Ann(M) is an ideal of R, which allows us to consider the quotient ring under the canonical epimorphism φ : R → R/Ann(M) will be denoted by r and I, respectively.
Then for every prime ideal P of R and Ann(M) ⊆ P , the ideal P is prime in R. Hence the mapping
is well defined. We call ψ the natural map on X M .
In this section we study relationship of X M and X R under the natural map. Here we are interested in conditions under which ψ is injective, surjective, open, closed, and homeomorphic. Proof. Let I be an ideal of R containing Ann(M) and let p ∈ ψ −1 (V R (I). Then there exists some
. This implies that (p : e) = J ⊇ I and so Ie (p : e)e p. Hence p ∈ V (Ie). Therefore
Then I ⊆ (Ie : e) ⊆ (q : e) implies that I = I/Ann(M) ⊆ (q : e)/Ann(M) = (q : e). Hence 
. Then (p : e) = (q : e) which implies that (p : e)/Ann(M) = (q : e)/Ann(M). Thus ψ(p) = ψ(q) and hence p = q, since ψ is injective.
(ii)⇒ (iii): Let p, q ∈ Spec P (M), where P ∈ Spec(R). Then (p : e) = P = (q : e) which implies that
(iii)⇒ (i): Let p, q ∈ X M be such that ψ(p) = ψ(q). Then (p : e)/Ann(M) = (q : e)/Ann(M). This implies that (p : e) = (q : e) = P , say. Thus p, q ∈ Spec P (M) and so p = q, by (iii). Therefore ψ is injective. 
Proof. By the Theorem 4.1, we have ψ is a continuous map and ψ −1 (V R (I)) = V (Ie), for every ideal I of R containing Ann(M). Thus for every submodule element n of M, ψ −1 (V R (n : e)) = V ((n : e)e) = V * (n). This implies that ψ(V * (n)) = ψoψ −1 (V R (n : e)) = V R (n : e), since ψ is A commutative ring R with 1 is said to be a quasi-local ring if it has a unique maximal ideal. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(iii) The ring R contains no idempotent other than 0 and 1. 
Consequently, if either R is a quasi-local ring or
Now suppose that (n : e) = R. Then (n : e) is a proper ideal of R and so contained in a maximal ideal, say P of R, which is also a prime ideal of R. Thus (n : e) ⊆ P and hence P ∈ V R (n : e), i.e, V R (n : e) = ∅, a contradiction. Thus (n : e) = R, i.e, n = e. This implies that
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is well-known [8] .
A base for the Zariski topology on Spec(M)
For any element r of a ring R, the set
is open in X R and the family {D r : r ∈ R} forms a base for the Zariski topology on X R . Each D r , in particular D 1 = X R is known to be quasi-compact. In [22] , Chin-Pi Lu, introduced a base for the Zariski topology on Spec(M) for any R-module M, which is similar to that on X R . In this section, we introduce a base for the Zariski topology on X M for any le-module R M.
For each r ∈ R we define,
Then every X r is an open set in X M . Note that X 0 = ∅ and X 1 = X M .
Proposition 5.1. Let R M be an le-module with the natural map ψ :
(ii) ψ(X r ) ⊆ D r ; the equality holds if ψ is surjective. (ii) follows from (i).
Now we have a useful lemma which will be used in the next theorem:
Lemma 5.2. Let R M be an le-module.
(i) For every r, s ∈ R, X rs = X r ∩ X s .
(ii) For any ideal I in R, V * (Ie) = ∩ a∈I V * (ae).
(ii) Let p ∈ V * (Ie). Then (Ie : e) ⊆ (p : e). Now for all a ∈ I, ae Ie implies that (ae : e) ⊆ (Ie :
e) ⊆ (p : e). Thus p ∈ V * (ae) for all a ∈ I and so p ∈ ∩ a∈I V * (ae). Hence V * (Ie) ⊆ ∩ a∈I V * (ae).
Also let p ∈ ∩ a∈I V * (ae). Then for all a ∈ I, p ∈ V * (ae) = V (ae), by Proposition 3.4, which implies that ae p. Thus for any k ∈ N and a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a k ∈ I, a 1 e + a 2 e + · · · + a k e p and hence Ie p. Then (Ie : e) ⊆ (p : e) and so p ∈ V * (Ie). Hence ∩ a∈I V * (ae) ⊆ V * (Ie). Therefore 
I is an ideal of R}, by Proposition 3.4. By above lemma V * (Ie) = ∩ a∈I V * (ae). For an le-module R M, we denote Φ = {(p : e)|p ∈ X M }. Then Φ ⊆ X R , by Lemma 2.2. We say
